Ottawa Recreation Fall Softball Sign Up
League Fee

$225
$325

Teams with All Players residing In-City-Limits
Teams with Any Number of Players residing Out-of-City-Limits

Registration Deadline: Final Night of City Tournament.
Return Forms and Pay Fees to Adult softball director by the end of the City Tournament.
Team Name ______________________

Manager _________________________
Phone # _________________________

If this is a returning team from last season, please list last year’s name and the night
played on. This does not guarantee returning to that night.
________________________________________________________________________
Please choose one of the following as a preference.
Men:
Monday/ Wednesday _________

Tuesday/ Thursday ________

Women: All games are on the South diamond on Monday and Wednesday.
There will be a maximum of 30 teams for Men and 10 for Women. Teams turning in
completed rosters first and teams with primarily Ottawa players will be slotted first.

Roster:
Your team must have 15 players minimum on the roster. Teams with all Ottawa in-citylimits players may not add an out-of-city-limits player but may add players from within
the city limits on the night of the first game. Teams with any amount of out-of-city-limits
players can add players from inside or outside of the city limits at the first game. No
players may be added after the first game.

At the first game, if requested by the softball directors, teams
are required to provide photocopies of ID’s with address for
each player who did not play in the Ottawa Summer Leagues.
Players unable to provide ID will be considered illegal. If a
team plays an illegal player (who is not on the roster or is an
extra out-of-district player), it must forfeit all games the player
has been in and dismiss the player.
List players residing within the city limits

League Fee

$225
$325

Teams with All Players residing In-City-Limits
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Add any additional players on the back or a separate sheet of paper.
Player Name
1.
________________________________________________________________________
2.
________________________________________________________________________
3.
________________________________________________________________________
4.
________________________________________________________________________
5.
________________________________________________________________________
6.
________________________________________________________________________
7.
________________________________________________________________________
8.
________________________________________________________________________
9.
________________________________________________________________________
10.
________________________________________________________________________
11.
________________________________________________________________________
12.
________________________________________________________________________
13.
________________________________________________________________________

At the first game, if required by directors, teams are required to provide

photocopies of ID’s with address for each player who did not play in the
Ottawa Summer Leagues. Players unable to provide ID will be
considered illegal. If a team plays an illegal player (who is not on the
roster or is an extra out-of-district player), it must forfeit all games the
player has been in and dismiss the player.
List players residing outside the city limits
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1.
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2.
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3.
________________________________________________________________________
4.
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________________________________________________________________________
9.
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10.
________________________________________________________________________

